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Teach Yourself the Basics of Aspen PlusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Aspen Plus is on of the most popular process simulation software programs used industrially and academically. Though the software is available at many corporations and universities, there are no textbooks which are dedicated to teaching the step-by-step use of the software. This book is designed to fill that need. The structure of the book is...
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Quicken All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Your one-stop guide to making the most of Quicken's great financial tools
    What's harder — earning money, or managing it? For most of us, that's tough to answer, but this book and Quicken will make the "managing" part a lot easier. Eight convenient minibooks cover things like setting up Quicken, saving money...
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Computer Viruses: from theory to applications (Collection IRIS)Springer, 2005
This book deals with computer viruses envisaged from three different points of view, namely the theoretical fundamentals of computer virology, algorithmic and practical aspects of viruses and their potential applications to various areas. The theoretical formalization by means of Turing machines, self-reproducing automata and recursive functions...
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Learning ActionScript 3.0: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2008
In this book, authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser share the knowledge they've gained from their years as multimedia developers/designers and teachers. Learning ActionScript 3.0 gives you a solid foundation in the language of Flash and demonstrates how you can use it for practical, everyday projects. The authors do more than just give you a...
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ColdFusion MX Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
ColdFusion is a rapid application development tool used to create Web sites throughout the Internet.  The product's ease of use and capabilities allow even inexperienced developers to rapidly produce basic Web sites.
The ColdFusion MX Developer's Cookbook focuses upon teaching the use of ColdFusion's advanced features in the development of more...
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Beginning Flash Game Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
You can start game programming in a flash      

Here's how to create five different cool games — no experience necessary!      

Ever think you could come up with a better computer game? Then this book is for you! No boring programming theory here, just the stuff you need to know to actually make something happen, and all in...
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Game Character Animation All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Within the world of video games, characters become almost living entities. Through the use of logic and artificial intelligence, the video-game character is able to act and react to each situation. As the designer, you hold the character's creative expression in your control. Game Character Animation All in One is a comprehensive guide to the...
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Moodle 2.0 Course Conversion Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Schools, colleges and universities all over the world are installing Moodle, but many educators aren't making much use of it. With so many features, it can be a hassle to learn - and with teachers under so much pressure day-to-day, they cannot devote much time to recreating all their lessons from scratch.


	This book provides the...
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Yoga - Philosophy for Everyone: Bending Mind and BodyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Stimulates thoughts and expands awareness of the philosophical dimensions of yoga in its many forms and practices


	Yoga — Philosophy for Everyone presents a wide array of perspectives by people whose lives have been touched by yoga. Addressing myriad aspects of yoga's divergent paths, topics include body...
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The Handbook of Financial Modeling: A Practical Approach to Creating and Implementing Valuation Projection ModelsApress, 2013

	The ability to create and understand financial models that assess the valuation of a company, the projects it undertakes, and its future earnings/profit projections is one of the most valued skills in corporate finance. However, while many business professionals are familiar with financial statements and accounting reports, few are truly...
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Learn C++ on the Macintosh: Includes Special Version of Symantec C++ for Macintosh/Book and DiskAddison Wesley, 1993

	Written by the author of the bestselling Learn C on the Macintosh, this self-teaching book/disk package gently leads the reader through a comprehensive tutorial in programming fundamentals and C++ language basics. Readers learn how to write, edit, compile, and run their first C++ programs on the Macintosh.
...
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Jewels of the Middle Way: The Madhyamaka Legacy of Atisa and His Early Tibetan Followers (22) (Studies in Indian and Tibetan Buddhism)Wisdom Publications, 2019

	Jewels of the Middle Way documents an important tradition of Madhyamaka and provides insight into both the late Indian Buddhist blend of Madhyamaka and tantra and the Kadampa school founded by the Indian Buddhist master Atisa.

	

	This book presents a detailed contextualization of the Madhyamaka (Middle Way) school in...
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